EVACUATION OF NIGERIANS FROM THE UK DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

This is to inform Nigerian nationals in the United Kingdom of the readiness of the Federal Government of Nigeria to provide necessary assistance to her citizens as a result of the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Consequently, the High Commission wishes to request that all Nigerian nationals who are interested in capitalizing on this opportunity to return home, to urgently email their detailed information to evacuation@nigeriahc.org.uk.

   i. Full name (as it appears on passport)
   ii. Contact details (Mobile number and Email)
   iii. Travel Document Status
       • Valid or Expired Nigerian Passport (Data Page)
       • Valid Nigerian Visa (and proof of Nigerian nationality)
   iv. Current location (City and State)
   v. Current Health Status (COVID 19)
   vi. Reason for request

3. The details provided, will be compiled and forwarded to Nigeria for further necessary action. The High Commission will keep all concerned individuals abreast with the arrangements accordingly. **It is noteworthy to mention that transportation costs will be borne by the interested evacuees and that there’s the possibility of quarantine on arrival.**

4. Our hearts and prayers goes out to all Nigerians in this difficult times, and we will continue to give the welfare of our citizens in the UK a top priority. Stay safe.

Consular, Education and Welfare Section  
Nigeria High Commission, London  

6th April 2020